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Overview of Capabilities
1. Create and save up to 8 rectified images from a scan of multiple paper photos. Scans may be

loaded as files or directly from scanners.
2. Detect, edit  and rectify up to 8 individual rectangular regions from a file of type HEIC, 

JPEG, PNG or TIFF from a scanner  using Apple Vision image analysis  with adjustable 
detection parameters. Editing may consist of movement of any rectangle side, rotation or 
deletion of the region.

3. Detect, edit and rectify up to 8 individual rectangular regions from a scanner image using 
Apple Quartz ImageKit scanner software. Position, crop and rotate individual images via 
Apple scanner software using Detect Separate Items option.

4. Add 1-4 and edit rectangular regions in image.
5. Rotate one or more individual images by 90 degrees clockwise.

 
ImageSplit is a block of functionality within Caption Pro for Mac. It is only available in MacOS 
10.13 (High Sierra) and later.  It was developed in MacOS 10.15 (Catalina). 

Starting ImageSplit
ImageSplit can be started by clicking the toolbar icon labelled ImageSplit which is fourth from the 
left in the Caption Pro menu as shown below:

The screen below then appears for MacOS Catalina and older:

For MacOS versions newer than Catalina, the toolbar is as shown below:
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This screen can also be accessed via the File→ImageSplit menu item. Note that closing the screen 
via the close icon does not close the application. The screen can be restored after this via the 
Window→ Restore Window menu option.

An image must be loaded in order to create individual images. This can be done via the File or 
Scanner toolbar items. Clicking File opens a browse window allowing selection of JPEG, PNG or 
TIFF files. After selection and loading, the Apple Vision rectangle detection is run using the default 
Settings value for Vision parameters. The scanner background should completely enclose all photos 
– they should not touch each other or the sides of the scanned area. If any rectangles are detected, 
they are framed in red as below, with circles indicating drag, rotate and delete points. Empty red 
circles indicate drag points for the top, bottom left and right sides. The circle containing a red x in 
the centre of each rectangle allows rectangles to be deleted, and the double circle just below the 
centre of the top side controls rectangle rotation.

If the cursor is moved near any of the circles, the cursor image changes as shown below. The move 
and rotate cursor hot-spots are at the top left-hand corner of the icons.
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Dragging the cursor horizontally when the Left or Right cursor image is shown moves location of 
the selection left or right boundary when the mouse button is released. Dragging the cursor 
vertically if the Down or Up cursor image is shown moves the top or bottom boundary in the same 
way. When the Move cursor image is shown, the entire region moves. Clicking when the Delete 
cursor image is shown deletes the split. When the Rotate cursor image is shown, dragging to the 
right rotates the rectangle clockwise about its centre. Dragging to the left rotates it anticlockwise.  If
rectangles are overlaid, the cursor only responds to movement over the rectangle with the lowest 
split number. If this rectangle is not required it should be deleted.

1,2 or 4 new rectangles can be added to the image by clicking the New Split button. These can can 
dragged, resized and rotated as desired.

It can be seen that three of the photos have been correctly detected. Four rectangles have been 
detected, but one contains two photos. The rectified content of each rectangle is displayed on the 
RHS of the screen as a series of splits in rows of 2. The size of the input image and the splits can be 
controlled via the sliders above each part of the screen. 
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Tips for Successful Splitting
ImageSplit works by detecting rectangles in a grey-scale image created from the input image. This 
process can fail if  photos placed on a scanner touch or are close to each other. A clearance of at 
least a few mm is usually required, the exact value depending on the sharpness of  the photo 
boundaries. By default, a white border of width 5% of the image width is added to the image so that
photos touching the edges of the scanner are surrounded by a white background. Ensure that the 
scanner lid is closed. Scanner lids are generally white, giving a fairly uniform white background. 
Better results are usually obtained with a white background, as the white background is generally 
brighter than any tone found in a photo. If an album page is being scanned, where the background 
between photos is textured or not controllable, successful auto-splitting may not be possible

Settings
Adjustment of the rectangle detection settings can improve the rectangle detection Settings can be 
accessed via the Settings toolbar item at the top RK corner of the screen. Clicking this shows the 
screen below

If Pad Input File is checked, a white border of width 5% of the inout image width is added to 
facilitate detection of splits if photos being detected reach the edges of the input image. This can 
occur if photos placed on a scanner touch the edges of the scanned area. If a non-white background 
is used, Pad Input File should usually be unchecked. If Detect Splits on Load is checked, automatic 
rectangle detection will occur when an image is loaded. If it is not checked, no automatic detection 
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occurs, but rectangles can be added manually vis the Detect Splits button. This option may be used 
when the image being processed does not contain any rectangular regions – for example a page of 
handwritten text or a drawing.

The sliders control parameters for the rectangle detection process. The parameters are as follows, in 
approximately descending order of importance to successful photo detection:

Slider Parameters Description
Edge Intensity  The maximum value of the edge-filtered monochrome image. This slider is 

not enabled unless Show Image Edges is selected.
Min Size Defines the smallest size of rectangle which is detected. Size is defined as 

the smallest dimension of the rectangle divided by the smallest dimension of 
the loaded image. Despite this definition, reducing Min Size may result in a 
rectangle no loner being detected.

Rect Tolerance The maximum allowed deviation of any interior angle of the rectangle from 
90 degrees, in degrees.

Confidence This parameter represents the confidence of detection of the rectangle. It 
does not seem to relate to the continuity of the rectangle boundary and the 
setting often makes no difference. Empirical setting is the only possibility.

Min Aspect Ratio, 
Max Aspect Ratio

 This is the ratio of the shortest to the longest side of the rectangle and is 
always less then 1.0. Min and Max set the limits for this. Most photos have 
aspect ratios between 0.6 and 0.8.

Changing any of the parameters may affect whether or not a rectangle is detected around a photo 
even if the parameter value is such that it should not affect detection. An empirical approach is 
recommended. Clicking “Restore Default Slider Values” changes all slider settings to their defaults 
values.

The radio buttons at the top RH side of the settings screen determine whether edge detection pre-
processing to enhance rectangle detection is applied or not. “Show Loaded Image” applies detection
to the image as loaded. “Show Image Edges” converts the image used for detection to greyscale and
applies an edge detection filter. 

The two textboxes at the bottom of the screen allow selection of  the folders used for storing splits 
derived from a scanner or loaded from a file, and scan images before splitting.

Changing any of the sliders or radio buttons results in the image being reprocessed with the new 
parameters. Clicking “Show Image Edges” gives the results as shown below. Note that the splits are
taken from the original image, not the edge-filtered one.
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This detection is improved in that there is now one rectangle per photo, but the detected regions are 
not quite rectangular. A rectified rectangular image is obtained to show in the splits by taking the 
average deviation of each side from perpendicularity and constructing a rectangle with this 
deviation with width and height equal to the average of the detected region width and height.
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The orientation of the splits can be changed via the Rotate toolbar item. Clicking this rotates all 
selected splits by 90 degrees clockwise. After clicking rotating Split 1 3 times, Split 3 once and split
2 twice, the screen is as below:

Selected splits can now be saved by clicking the Save toolbar item. Each split saved uses one 
caption from the number provided in the license. The Select All button selects all splits. Splits are 
saved in the folder specified in the “Folder Containing Splits” text box in the Setting screen as 
JPEG files with the name of the loaded file followed by _SplitN.jpg, where N is the split number. 
The folder is created if it does not exist.

If saving all the selected files results in the total caption count exceeding the number of captions 
available in the license (25 for the Demo license created on installation), splits will only be saved 
until the caption count limit is reached.

The default folder name is Captioned (in the user’s Pictures folder) as shown below:
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The caption count is incremented by the number of files saved, which is limited to 30 for the Demo 
license included in the download. There is a limit of I million captions for purchased licenses. If no 
captioning is required, the saved files can be used immediately after saving. If captioning is 
required, closing the ImageSplit screen shows the Caption Pro for Mac screen with the saved files 
loaded. Details of Caption Pro for Mac operation can be found here.
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Loading Directly from a Scanner
ImageSplit can access data directly from scanners via the Scanner toolbar item, but not all scanner 
makes and models are accessible. Clicking shows the Apple Scanner interface, part of which is 
shown below:

The Devices count shows the number of devices plugged into the Mac appearing as local devices. 

The Shared count (1) indicates the number of network scanners available. Scanners accessed by a 
wireless connection appear as shared. If the error message “Failed to open a connection to the 
device” appears and the number of shared devices is zero, turn the scanner power off and on again.

If local scanners are accessible, they will be listed directly as shown  below:

Hovering the cursor over a non-zero Shared number shows a “Show” option. Clicking Show lists 
the shared scanners :

On newer Macs, the display is as shown below:

Clicking the chevron to the right of the number shows network scanner names:

Clicking on one of the displayed scanner names creates an overview of the scan once the scanner 
has warmed up, provided that the Show Details option is selected. Once  scanner has been selected, 
it will perform a scan when Caption Pro is started, whose results will be visible when the Scanner 
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button is clicked, but the Scan button on the scanner screen still needs to be clicked to transfer the 
scan image to ImageSplit.

If the screen is as below, click Show Details to show the screen in Figure 6  
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when Scanner is a Brother A4 Multi-Function 
Device
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If a dedicated flatbed scanner is selected, different options are available as shown below.

The options shown depend on the details of the Scanner selected. In both cases, the interface 
software (Brother iPrint & iScan and Epson Scan 2) was installed. The Colors option should be set 
to the largest possible value (billions rather than millions for the Epson scanner).

The Overview button creates a new overview but does not change saved parameters, such as the 
number of detected images.  If a new scan is required, the Scanner window should be closed and re-
opened.
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Figure 8: Scanner Screen When Connected to Epson Flatbed 
Scanner

Figure 7: Scanner Screen with Details Hidden
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Clicking the Scan button on the lower right corner of the screen performs the scan. A “Scanning” 
message appears box appears while scanning is taking place. After it completes, the option to close 
the scanner screen is presented. The scan screen can also be closed via the red close button at the 
top right of the screen. Scan and extraction results are visible when the Scanner screen is closed.  
Unless Auto Select is set to “Detect Separate Images” the separate images are saved as a JPEG files 
in the folder defined by the ‘Folder Containing Scan Images’ text box in the Settings screen shown 
in Figure 2. The save  folder is created if it does not already exist. The file name is 
Scan_ddMMyy_hh_mm_ss.jpg, where dd, MM, yy, hh, mm and ss are the day, month, year, hour, 
minute and second of the scan time. If “Detect Separate Images” is selected,  multiple scans will 
occur, each showing the Close Scan Screen alert and eventually show the screen appearing in 
Figure  9

The scan options are shown to the right of the overview scan. Details of common settings are as 
follows:

Parameter Possible Values and Actions
Kind Text (Black or White), Black & White (Greyscale), Color (Colour). Details of the number of 

possible pixel values for each option may be shown for dedicated scanners.
Resolution The resolution values supported by the scanner. Higher values will result in slower scans, but will 

reduce pixelation. The full range of  resolutions supported by the scanner may not be shown.
Use Custom 
Size

Checked or unchecked defines options shown in Size, Rotation and Auto Selection

Size Filled automatically when Use Custom Size is checked and a scan rectangle is defined. If Use 
Custom Size  is unchecked, a list of standard sizes which are  equal to or smaller than the scanner 
platen is shown ( eg A4, A5,A6 ). Selecting one shows a dotted scan rectangle which can be 
dragged around the overview image. The orientation of the scan can be selected for standard sizes.

Rotation Angle Rotates a single  scan box by the rotation angle in degrees if Use Custom Size is unchecked. 
Positive values rotate anticlockwise. If multiple scan boxes are shown, the value entered has no 
effect.

Auto Selection This option is only available if Use Custom Size has been checked.
Auto Select 
Value

Action

Off Requires the user to define a scan rectangle before a scan can be performed. 
Rotation angle rotates the scan rectangle by the specified number of degrees.

Detect Separate
Items

Uses internal processing to define scan boxes around items within the scan. If the 
scanned objects are multiple photos (as shown below) each scan box encloses a 
photo, but the box may not be rotated for some scanners. However, detection of 
photos is not always accurate if the photos contain white regions which touch the 
edges. Clicking “Scan” with this option selected causes one scan to be executed 
for each detected object. There is no control of the parameters used for separate 
item detection. The orientation of individual items is estimated and shown by a 
horizontal line in the centre of the scan box, with a schematic figure visible when 
hovering over dot at the end of the orientation line, which turns red. Dragging the 
dot rotates the scan box. The box boundaries may be moved by dragging dots at 
the box corners or at the centre of each side.
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Detect 
Enclosing Box

Creates the smallest scan box enclosing items present whose sides are parallel to 
the scan edges. This box is not always accurate.

Image 
Correction

“None” applies no filtering to the scanned image.

“Manual” allows filters to be applied depending on the Kind setting as follows
Kind Value Image Correction actions
Text Change threshold value above which pixels are white and below which 

pixels are black and use of dither
Black & White Change brightness & contrast. A graph of the distribution of pixel values is

shown.
Color Change brightness, tint, temperature and saturation. A graph of the 

distribution of red, green and blue components is shown.
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Recommended Scanner Settings for Scans of Multiple Photos
The Resolution setting depends on the size of the photo being scanned and the intended use of the 
extracted photo image. For photos with an area of about 100 cm2  to be viewed without zooming on 
a device with a screen resolution of 70-120 dpi without zooming, 300 dpi will be adequate. To 
accommodate smaller photos, or capture all the detail of the scanned image, higher resolutions will 
be needed. A bug in the Apple Scanner Interface software may result in the required resolution not 
being available from ImageSplit, although it is available when scanning using the scanner vendor 
software, In this case, the vendor software should be used to create an image file, which can then be
loaded into ImageSplit.

The Image Split rectangle detection can operate on the scan data, which is shown in the left hand 
part of the screen  when the Scanner screen is closed. A standard (non-Custom) size should be 
selected which is equal to the scanner platen area, which is commonly A4 for domestic scanners 
outside the US, and Letter for US scanners.

If the photos have good contrast with a non-white colour up to the edge of the image and a white 
border, the Detect Separate Items  option (visible by checking Use Custom Size) may adequately 
detect individual photos, and the ability to edit the position, size and rotation of each scan box may 
be useful. In this case clicking Scan and closing the Scanner screen shows the separate items and a 
warning screen as shown below:
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Improving Photo Detection

Individual photos should be completely surrounded by background – they should not touch each 
other or the sides of the scanned region for normal operation. The detection process for scanned 
photos depends on distinguishing photo from non-photo regions of the scan. When processing 
black-and-white photos, the photo may contain white regions which are indistinguishable from the 
white backgrounds installed on most scanners in order to save toner when printing from a scan. This
indistinguishability disrupts the rectangle detection and it may be that no combination of settings 
parameters allows all photos to be detected. In this case, using a background of a colour not found 
in the photo (or black for black and white photos with white borders) will greatly improve detection
quality.

 If the option Auto Selection option is set to “Detect Separate Items” the Quartz ImageKit scanner 
and will detect photos touching the edge of the scanned area as separate items, but it will not detect 
any items if the background is not white.

Scanning Multiple Groups of Photos
If there are more photos to be scanned than will fit onto the scanner (which is normally the case), 
the scanner window should be closed or minimised after each scan to show the results of the Apple 
Vision splitting in the ImageSplit window and allow changes to settings to be applied before saving.
Placing new photos on the scanner and clicking Overview and then Scan will process the loaded 
photos.  Files saved from multiple scans will accumulate in the files grid at the left of the main 
Caption Pro for Mac Window.

If the “Detect Separate Items” scanner option is used, the scanner window should be closed before 
placing and the scanner icon clicked again to process the next batch of photos. Placing them and 
clicking Overview and then Scan will give incorrect results if the number of photos changes 
between scans.

Digitising Diaries, Letters, Drawings, Large Images or Non-
photographic Material
Flatbed scanners are well-suited to scanning flat items. However, if the item is not flat, any part of 
the item not in contact with the scanner glass will be blurred. Items which aren’t flat include framed
photographs and books. Anyone who has scanned book pages knows that its necessary to press 
down on the spine of a book to ensure that all of the pages are close to the glass. This action may be
damaging to some books. If items can removed from their frames, they can be placed on a scanner, 
but this isn’t always possible. The item may also be larger than an available scanner – the A4 paper 
size was only adopted as part of the ISO 216  international standard in 1975, and the similar US 
Letter size also predates the widespread adoption of domestic scanners. Scanner software may be 
able to stitch together multiple scans of parts of large items to simulate a larger scanner but this is 
not available on all scanners, notably the multi-function printer/scanners which are widely used.
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If you can’t put your item on a scanner, what can you do? Most mobile phones have cameras built 
into them and the depth of field available from a camera means that flatness is not a requirement. 
The image below shows a phone photo of pages from an old diary:

In order to create a digital facsimile of the diary, it would be desirable to make each page of the 
diary appear as a page in a PDF document. This can be done using the manual split definition 
capability of Caption Pro. After loading the photo image, splits can be added and adjusted to include
the text from each page as shown below:

After creating the splits, they can be saved and then exported as a PDF file.
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A similar process can be used on framed photos. Care should be taken to minimise reflections from 
glass covering the photos, but the contrast on the extracted photos will be reduced if glass is 
present. Where there are multiple photos within a frame using a windowed matte as shown below, 
the windows may be oval rather than rectangular and individual photos within an oval window may 
not be detected. Manual addition of splits as shown below may be required:

Whilst mobile phone cameras are convenient for digitising framed photos, they typically have a 
resolution of  8-12 Mpixels. This means that the individual photos may have an image size of 0.5-
0.7 MPixels and are only suitable for electronic display on hand-held devices. If a phone has a high 
pixel resolution (some offer 48 Mpixels or more), it may be that the optical resolution is lower, 
meaning that magnified sections of an image may appear blurred rather than pixelated. Digital 
cameras produce higher resolution images and may give better results.

Known Problems and Resolutions

After scanning, no image appears in main ImageSplit screen
This problem may be connected with limitations of the MacOS scanner API.  Closing Caption Pro 
and powering the scanner off and then on, and repeating the scan  may resolve the problem. If this 
fails, the supplied scanner software should be used to save the scan as a JPEG file, which can  then 
be loaded into ImageSplit.
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Connection to scanner fails  with message “Failed to open 
connection to device ( -21345)”
As with the previous problem, this may be a limitation of the MacOS scanner API. The suggested 
resolution is the same. This message may be preceded by a “Waiting for scanner” message which 
appears for some time.
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